It is the pleasure of NEW HORIZON recruitment co. Team to take this opportunity to introduce
our services to your esteemed organization in providing Professional Egyptian manpower staff to
meet your requirements for all occupational categories.
NEW HORIZON is one of the leading HR services providers specialized in recruitment services
in the Egyptian market.
We were pleased providing our professional services, through our rich resources, innovative ideas,
and commitment to large and mid-sized business of our respectful customers.
Through the years we’ve earned the trust of our clients and large organizations that have been provided with our
professional services.
Our Services are customized and personalized to meet the needs of clients finding suitable candidates for each
vacancy.
A demand letter in favor of NEW HORIZON stating the job categories and descriptions ,
number of workers required in each category and any other details that the employer would find
important to be taken into consideration through the candidates selection process.

We always prefer selection of applicant either by oral or practical test to be conducted by the
employer or his authorized representatives. We arrange their accommodation, transport and all
other logistic support required for the purpose. In case we are entrusted with the selection &
testing of worker, we normally do it with the help of a team of experts for technical & professional
categories under direct supervision of our professional executives
The process of obtaining a working visa for the selected candidates will be executed and followed
up by NEW HORIZON in respective embassy as authorized by the employer.
We provide basic orientation to workers before traveling abroad. The workers are informed about
their duties and responsibilities while abroad and first-hand information of work environment
salient features of labor law of the country of employment.
In brief the placement process takes place through NEW HORIZON as the following, After
thorough studying of our clients requirements and job description of the vacant position a team of
qualified and well trained NEW HORIZON members shall be assigned to work on fulfilling
those requirements professionally and in a time frame that is convenient to our client, a group of
suitable a finely selected candidate’s shall be nominated and their CV’s dispatched for our client’s
review and short listing process within 24-48 hours, the short listed shall be initially interviewed
by a specialized person in the respective field and the client’s interviews shall be planned
according to the interviewing committee or person time schedule.
What sets us apart from the ordinary recruitment agencies, that besides using our distinguished
media and newspaper advertisement, universities, Civil Services Department, Labor Unions and
the Ministry of Labor data bank and archives, we are proud of having one of the richest human
resources databases, a unique online CV wizard through our websites and a specialized
headhunting team, updating potential candidates regarding new vacancies and gathering new
qualified candidates through mass email shots that had hundreds of thousands subscribed and upto date e-mails.
Our professional and innovative techniques in finding the suitable candidates for each requirement
intern guarantees that all customers’ needs shall be fulfilled.
The employer and NEW HORIZON should execute an agency agreement between them stating
adequately the terms and conditions regarding demand and supply of manpower from Egypt and
other countries.

This agreement should be signed by both parties towards acceptance of stated terms conditions
upon which the manpower trade will be executed.

For the interviews part NEW HORIZON should execute an agency agreement between them
stating adequately the terms and conditions provides the following facilities:
• Special counter to timely finalize all procedures
• Rest room with a capacity of more than 30 persons fully equipped with
Computers and data shows to present our customer’s company instructive presentation that would
save the interviewers' time detailing the company profile and structure
• Additional air-conditioned interviews and meeting rooms.
A recruiting expert in your area and specialism will be more than happy to discuss your
requirements, so don't hesitate to get in touch.

Thank you for taking time to view our profile
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